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in ancient egypt, the common people didn’t have access to special forms of medicine. medicinal magic was for the nobility and priests,
who practiced it and used it to treat patients. magic was the most common form of medicine in egypt because the people knew little
about natural medicines or pharmacology. magic was used to treat a wide variety of illnesses, including headaches, stomach aches,

constipation, diarrhea, and gout. it was the earliest form of drug therapy. the egyptians believed that illnesses and diseases were caused
by demons. their priests cast spells to banish demons from the human body. they would also cast spells to cure diseases or to heal the

body. they used the body parts of animals as amulets to ward off sickness and harm. one example of this is the amulet called the falcon
amulet. this amulet was thought to be useful against the evil eye. founded in 1938, national geographic society is an educational,

nonprofit membership organization. its mission is to inspire people to care about the planet. the society fulfills this mission by providing
its members and the general public with compelling stories, stunning photography, and insightful science, technology, and exploration.
the cover of national geographic magazine. the title of the magazine is printed on the cover and it has a picture on the back cover. the

magazine is available in print form as well as digital (ebooks, ios, android and ipad/iphone/ipod touch) formats. additionally, the national
geographic channel has produced a series of emmy award-winning television specials featuring the wonderful and unique nature and

people of the magazine’s special projects.
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in addition to the internal and external
aspects of healing and fertility, magic
also encompassed the protection of

those afflicted with psychic suffering.
the latin word cura and the old english

word cõn, which both mean “care,”
were used to refer to magic. cura was
applied to the treatment of a disease,
a malady, or a weakness of the soul. a

man who was desperate for a job
might be cured of his laziness or

lethargy by a spell. a woman who was
unhappy with her relationship might

be cured of her melancholy by a
physician who could perform magic to
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dispel the cause of her illness. cura
was employed to cure those who were
possessed by demons. representation
of a protective god. this statuette was

found in the cemetery of murex, a
sacred site associated with the roman
god mercury. w. 60. museum object

number(s): e9347 while the term
“magic” has a modern connotation of

mysterious or illicit powers, the
concept was used to describe a

variety of practices from the time of
the pharaohs. whether one performs

magic, whether one believes in magic,
and whether one engages in magic
are all open questions. as “magic”

refers to a broad range of practices, it
is not always possible to be precise in
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the use of the term. the ancient
egyptians employed both helpful,

defensive magic and harmful,
offensive magic, which might be

thought of in modern terms as white
or black magic. the former includes

apotropaic, or protective, magic.
apotropaic magic was predicated upon
a belief that certain depictions, texts,
or practices shielded the user from

harm. 5ec8ef588b
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